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Open your email-client and look for 
the verification email we sent you. 

Then, follow the link.

In a browser, navigate to     
id.itonics.io/register. Here, simply enter your 
email address and accept the policies.

http://id.itonics.io/register
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03 Enter the required information and 
choose a (strong!) password. Hit submit  
to finalize your account creation.

04

You will now be asked to create 
an      Organization for you and 

your colleagues. Submitting will 
redirect you to your own place of 

innovation!

https://help.itonics.io/hc/en-us/articles/360039697153


You will see the the 
Landing Page of the 
software. Here, we will be 
giving you a first 
introduction into the 
software:
● How to navigate.
● Where to get help.
● How to set your 

system up.

Take a minute to read 
through these - they will 
help you understand the 
way the ITONICS Cloud is 
structured.



AIn the beginning, you will be in the 
ITONICS Showroom, a place where you 
can explore but not change anything. 
Note the little lock icon behind the 
name of the Workspace.

B

You can create your own Workspace by 
clicking the “Create Workspace” button. 
There, you will be able create your own 
content and evaluate it.
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Open the Workspaces picker 
at the top right of the screen 
to easily change Workspaces. 
As you can see, the 
Workspace just created does 
not have a lock icon which 
means it is not locked down 
by us.

The picker also links out to 
different  places such as your 
Organization’s settings, the 
settings of your personal 
settings and the list of 
different Organization’s you 
are a part of.
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!To start working with the content that 
we provide, navigate to the grid view of 
the Explorer where you will see an 
overview of elements.

!
!
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!You can now select the elements like 
Trends or Technologies that interest you 
and copy them over to the Workspace 
you previously created.

!

!
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!You can now select the elements like 
Trends or Technologies that interest you 
and copy them over to the Workspace 
you previously created.

!

!

!

!

!

! After changing to the newly created 
Workspace using the picker, you can 
now see your selection of elements. You 
can edit and evaluate those as well as 
create new elements.
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